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1 172 Jorkar Kaustubh Ishwar 

Priyanka 

SYBCOM 19/6/2019 Confused in which  

book is to be 

referred  

There are different books available in 

the  library so all are having same 

content  

Suggested to read all once & take down 

the notes from diff. books of different 

publication. 

Started to visit the library and taking the 

notes from books from different 

publication. 

2 116 Kannaujiya Pooja 

Mohan Sheela 

SYBCOM 21/6/2019 understanding of   

teacher 

facing issue with Account subject 

teacher,  she not understanding her 

teaching 

Ask question or doubts in class or after  

class and Also request the teacher to re 

explain the concept 

She implemented my suggestions and 

build a good relation with teacher and this 

will help  her to improve 

understandability. 

3 181 Kadam Akshata Dinkar 
Darshana 

TYBCOM 24/6/2019 Subject selection  Out of two optional subjects i.e. 
Computer  and export which one is to 

select 

As per the interest select the subject.  
Suggested to attend the both the 

lectures initially for on two days. 

The student selected the subject after  
attending some lectures of both the 

subjects 

4 12 Kajrolkar Siddhi 

Dattaram Darshna 

TYBCOM 26/6/2019 Advice related to   

skill based courses 

she wants to learn some soft skills  I suggest her to enrolled in skill  

development courses 

she enrolled in skill development course  

conducted by our department 

5 172 Kamble Pratibha 

Devidas Usha 

TYBCOM 28/6/2019 Subject selection  Out of two optional subjects i.e. 

Computer  and export which one is to 

select 

As per the interest select the subject.  

Suggested to attend the both the 

lectures initially for on two days. 

The student selected the subject after  

attending some lectures of both the 

subjects 

6 04 Joshi Rohit Nandu 

Geeta 

SYBCOM 02/7/2019 Due to financial   

problem need to 

do  job 

There should not be absentee in lectures.  

Completion of the education will 

increase the job opportunities. 

Suggest him to attend the lecture and 

manages the job after the college hours. 

Reason of the absentee of the student is 

put  in front of the authority. 

7 64 Kalan Kamini Mahadev 

Vandana 

SYBCOM 05/7/2019 Disorganization  discuss the reason for that  plan, prioritize and follow through on  

task 

she also prepared daily routine time table  

based on priority 

8 176 Lavate Pranjal Vijay 
Aasha 

SYBCOM 11/7/2019 Boredom  to find out the causes of this boredom  make a planner and spend time in some  
activities 

she started to learn Mehandi and other art 

9 136 Karale Rajeshwari 

Tukaram Kusum 

SYBCOM 17/7/2019 understanding of   

teacher 

they facing issue with Account subject  

teacher, she not understanding her  

teaching 

Ask question or doubts in class or after  

class and Also request the teacher to re 

explain the concept 

She implemented my suggestions and 

build  a good relation with teacher  

10 83 Kannaujiya Ajit Mohan 

Sheela 

TYBCOM 23/7/2019 Subject selection  Out of two optional subjects i.e. 

Computer  and export which one is to 

select 

As per the interest select the subject.  

Suggested to attend the both the 

lectures initially for on two days. 

The student selected the subject after  

attending some lectures of both the 

subjects 
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11 39 Kate Chaitanya 

Shrikrushna Aarati 

TYBCOM 27/7/2019 Advice related to   

skill based courses 

She wants to learn some soft skills  I suggest him to enrolled in skill  

development courses 

She enrolled in skill development course  

conducted by our department 

12 148 Keer Mansi Sanjay 

Snehal 

TYBCOM 29/7/2019 Boredom  to find out the causes of this 

boredom  

make a planner and spend time in 

some  activities 

she started to learn Mehandi and other art 

13 86 Bhoir Ritika Ashok 

Surekha 

FYCOM 06/8/2019 Not able to  

concentrate in the  

class 

Due to new environment in UG level.  Suggested to continue for some 

more days. Initially students may 

take time to understand the 

language. 

She Follow up is taken and student were 

able to  understand  

14 123 Kurle Samiksha Sudhir 

Sanjana 

FYCOM 09/8/2019 Not able to answer 

in the class after the 

completion. 

Due to the fear and lack of 

confidence he could not answer the 

questions. 

Suggested without hesitation and 

fear, try to give answer in our own 

words. Don’t think about mistakes. 

Suggestion taken Positively, without fear 

in mind student started answering in 

class. 

15 88 Patil Kalpesh 

Mahendra Sarika 

FYCOM 12/8/2019 How to remember  Find out their study pattern  Don't mug up the concepts and  

theories, learn conceptualized 

he follow one day one concept learn  

approach 

16 110 Kamble Aniket Anant 

Ujwala 

FYCOM 16/8/2019 Due to financial  

problem need to do  

job 

There should not be absentee in 

lectures. Completion of the 

education will increase the job 

opportunities. 

Suggest him to attend the lecture 

and manages the job after the 

college hours. 

Reason of the absentee of the student is 

put in front of the authority. 

17 158 Kendare Sudarshan 

Baban Sangita 

SYBCOM 22/8/2019 Not able to answer 

in the class after the 

completion. 

Due to the fear and lack of 

confidence he could not answer the 

questions. 

Suggested without hesitation and 

fear, try to give answer in our own 

words. Don’t think about mistakes. 

Suggestion taken Positively, without fear 

in mind student started answering in 

class. 

18 54 Kelkar Abhishek Santosh 
Himali 

TYBCOM 27/8/2019 Disorganization  Discuss the reason for that  Plan, prioritize and follow through  
on task 

He also prepared daily routine time table  
based on priority 

19 128 Khandare Madhu 

Shashikant Annapurna 

TYBCOM 27/8/2019 Fear to speak English  She done his schooling from 

Marathi  medium 

Suggest him to read news paper,  

watch English movies with  subtitle 

She watched some movies as well as read 

the news paper article regularly. 

20 113 Gaikar Nutan Sakharam 

Aruna 

FYCOM 09/9/2019 Confused in which  

book is to be 

referred  

There are different books available 

in  the library so all are having same  

content  

Suggested to read all once and take 

down the notes from different 

books of different publication. 

Started to visit the library and taking the 

notes from books from different 

publication. 
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21 93 Hatkar Priti Rajesh 

Mangala 

FYCOM 11/9/2019 Socializing  due to shyness she not build a 

contact  or interacting with others 

try to communicate or discuss with  

your friends on their favorite 

topics,  movies etc. 

She implemented this ideas and she find 

very effective for socializing. 

22 118 Jadhav Mansi Sunil 

Susmita 

FYCOM 15/9/2019 How to remember  Find out their study pattern  Don't mug up the concepts and  

theories, learn conceptualized  

change the approach of the study 

she follow one day one concept learn  

approach 

23 83 Joshi Mrunali Mukesh 

Surekha 

SYBCOM 15/9/2019 Confused in which  

book is to be 

referred  

There are different books available 

in  the library so all are having 

same  content  

Suggested to read all once and 

take down the notes from different 

books of different publication. 

Started to visit the library and taking the 

notes from books from different 

publication. 

24 149 Kiradavkar Kunal 

Kiran Bharati 

SYBCOM 20/9/2019 Exam Fear  Discussed on the current status of  

exam preparation 

To follow time management, 

group  study  

he took notes from all teachers and clear  

the concept and doubts from them 

25 189 Kochrekar Santosh 

Rajan Sunita 

TYBCOM 22/9/2019 Advice related to 

job  oriented 

courses 

He wants to learn some skills which 

is useful to get job easily. 

I suggest him to read Times of 

India   on Monday & Times jobs 

newspaper on Thursday. 

He started reading the times newspaper 

on every Monday and Thursday and 

Indian express on every Wednesday. 

26 165 Kubde Swapnali 
Sanjay Surekha 

TYBCOM 27/9/2019 Exam fear  Discussed on the current status of  
exam preparation 

To follow time management, 
group study and to collect the 
notes of every subject. 

she took notes from all teachers and clear  
the concept and doubts from them 

27 124 Khomne Abhishek 
Avinash Sarita 

FYCOM 02/12/2019 Fear to speak English  He done his schooling from 
Marathi  medium 

suggest him to read news paper,  
watch English movies with subtitle 

He watched some movies as well as read  
the news paper article regularly. 

28 87 Patil Pratiksha Ashok 
Gulab 

FYCOM 06/12/2019 Physical issue  Not eating food on time and poor  
sleeping 

Suggested her to do yoga and  
exercise and take a sleep 7 hrs min 

she accepted our suggestion and has 
joined  gym for exercise and follow diet 

29 98 Utekar Haresh 

Dhonduram Chanda 

FYCOM 09/12/2019 Angriness  he become angry on anyone now  
days, this is because of continues  
quarrels in family 

suggest him to some anger  
management techniques get some  
exercise, take time out 

he doing meditation and this will help to  
control her angriness 

30 114 Phodase Sanket 
Gurunath Aasha 

FYCOM 09/12/2019 Fear to speak English  He done his schooling from 
Marathi  medium 

suggest him to read news paper,  
watch English movies with 
subtitle 

He watched some movies as well as read  
the news paper article regularly. 
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31 159 Mane Sonali Shivaji 
Pradnya 

SYBCOM 11/12/2019 Physical issue  Not eating food on time and poor  
sleeping 

Suggested her to do yoga and  
exercise and take a sleep 7 hrs min 

She accepted our suggestion and has 
joined  gym for exercise and follow diet 

32 140 Kushalkar Varsha 

Krishna Bharti 

SYBCOM 17/12/2019 Not concentrated in  
study 

To find the causes of this boredom  Suggest to rank the subject as per  
your liking and accordingly make 
a  planner and to follow time mgt. 

She ranked the subject as per our  
suggestion, prepared a study timetable 
and  follow it 

33 04 Kusalkar Dipali 
Gopal Nirmala 

TYBCOM 13/12/2019 Advice related to 
job  oriented 
courses 

She wants to learn some skills 
which is useful to get job easily. 

I suggest him to read Times of 
India on Monday & Times jobs 
newspaper on Thursday. 

She started reading the times newspaper 
on every Monday and Thursday and 
Indian express on every Wednesday. 

34 90 Patil Jay Subhash 
Aruna 

FYCOM 09/01/2020 Poor sleep habits  Late night dinner and watching TV  Make a planner, eat early and 
reduce  TV time 

He apply some suggestion now she not  
stay awake late night 

35 125 Walunj Pralhad 
Shivaji Kalpana 

FYCOM 13/01/2020 Not concentrated in  
study 

To find the causes of this boredom  Suggest to rank the subject as per  
your liking 

He ranked the subject as per our  
suggestion 

36 52 Manjre Siddhesh 
Ramesh Suman 

SYBCOM 17/01/2020 vocabulary  He try to speak in English but  
because of vocabulary he failed to  
make sentence 

Advice him to choose one word 
daily. 

He apply tricks and find easy to enhance  
their the vocabulary 

37 40 Longre Jaya 

Narmdaprasad Maya 

SYBCOM 17/01/2020 Poor sleep habits  Late night dinner and watching  

mobile phones 

Eat early and turn off notification 

of  some apps. 

She apply some suggestion now she not  

stay awake late night. 

38 168 Lad Anuja Deepak 

Dipti 

TYBCOM 22/01/2020 Disorganization  Discuss the reason for that  Plan, prioritize and follow through  

on task 

He also prepared daily routine time table  

based on priority 

39 11 Lohar Rashmi 

Rajendra Hemlata 

TYBCOM 23/01/2020 Boredom in study  To find out the causes of this  

boredom 

Suggest her to revise daily 

different subjects for preparation.. 

She prepared a study timetable and 

follow  daily two subject revision 

40 119 Jadhav Ashwini 

Kishor Sharda 

FYCOM 04/02/2020 Not concentrated 

in  study 

To find the causes of this boredom  Suggest to rank the subject as per  

your liking  

She ranked the subject as per our  

suggestion 
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41 97 Shaikh Altab 

Bablu Mumtaj 

FYCOM 7/02/2020 vocabulary  He try to speak in English but  

because of vocabulary he failed to  

make sentence 

Advice him to choose one word  

daily and apply word in daily use,  

play word games and reading 

He apply tricks and find easy to enhance  

their the vocabulary 

42 81 Mahadik Siddhi 
Mangesh Mansi 

SYBCOM 17/02/2020 How to study for   

Exam? 

Find the current preparation and  

discuss the routine 

Suggest to make a planner and to  

follow time mgt. 

She prepared a study timetable and follow 

it 

43 62 Lohar Diksha 

Baban Manjiri 

TYBCOM 26/02/2020 Advice related to 

job  oriented 

courses 

She wants to learn some skills 

which is useful to get job easily. 

I suggest her to read Times of 

India (Education times) on 

Monday & times jobs newspaper 

on Thursday. 

She started reading the times newspaper 

on every Monday and Thursday and 

Indian express on every Wednesday. 

44 92 Shiras Madhuri 
Ramesh Parvati 

FYCOM 9/03/2020 Poor sleep habits  Late night dinner and watching  

mobile phones 

Eat early and turn off notification 

of some apps. 

Due to turn off notification her mobile  

phone was not rang in night & there for  

automatically she disconnected from  

mobile  

45 80 Malap Shreyas 

Suryakant Suchita 

SYBCOM 12/03/2020 Confused in which  

book is to be 

referred  

There are different books available 

in  the library so all are having 

same  content  

Suggested to read all once and 

take down the notes from different 

books of different publication. 

Started to visit the library and taking the 

notes from books from different 

publication. 

46 173 Mane Ashish 

Yashwant Anita 

SYBCOM 19/03/2020 how to remember  Find out their study pattern  Don't mug up the concepts and  

theories, learn conceptualized  

change the approach of the study 

He follow one day one concept learn  

approach 
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